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AD5821A Evaluation System QuickStart Guide V2.0 

 
 

 
Introduction 
 
Welcome to the AD5821A Evaluation System. Please follow the steps below to get your 
evaluation system up and running. 
 
Important 
 
Before you connect your evaluation board to the PC please ensure that the AD5821A 
Evaluation Software V2.0 has been installed. This will install the necessary evaluation 
software and also ensure that the PC will recognize the evaluation board when it is 
connected via the USB port.  
 
Software Installation 
 
Install the AD5821A Evaluation Software V2.0 using the accompanying CD. After 
inserting the CD, the “AutoRun” software should begin the software setup for you. If this 
does not happen, then ‘double-click’ the setup.exe file to install LabVIEW based 
evaluation software. When setup has completed restart the PC, as requested. You are now 
ready to connect the evaluation board to the PC via the USB port. 
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Hardware Setup 
 
Please refer to Fig1 for Rev.D evaluation board jumper (link) configuration. The 
configuration shown will power the device from the USB port on the PC. Jumpers should 
be connected as follows: 
 
PD1 A 
PD2 IN 
PD3 B 
PD5 B 
PD6 IN 
PD7 IN 
PD8 IN 
 
This configuration powers the evaluation system from the USB port. Alternative jumper 
configurations allow user to power the device from an external power supply. 
 
Connect the AD5398AEBZ/AD5821AEBZ Rev.D evaluation board to a PC via the 
supplied USB cable. If the evaluation software has already been installed, the PC should 
recognize the board as “AD5821A Evaluation Kit”. 
 

 
Fig 1: Evaluation Board Jumper Configuration. 
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Once the software is installed and the hardware is set up correctly, use the following steps 
to test the basic functionality of the system. 
 

1. Start AD5821A V2.0 software. 
2. Connect Ammeter, set to measure DC current - 200mA scale between the 

testpoints ISINK and VCC. 
3. Move slider to desired current (for example 50mA), there is a numerical indicator 

to the right of the slide to indicate what the slider value is. 
4. Read current from Ammeter. 
5. Repeat steps 4 & 5 for other required values of output current. 
6. Moving Jumper PD1 to B position. The output current should go to zero. 

XSHUTDOWN is the hardware shutdown pin of the AD5821A (opposite polarity 
to the AD5398A). 

7. There is also a demo mode which can be used to evaluate the AD5821A. The 
current limits and time between steps can be adjusted in demo mode. 

 

 
Fig 2. AD5821A Start Up Screen 
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Demo Mode 
 
The AD5821A V2.0 Evaluation Software allows the user to go to demo mode. This is a 
feature which allows the user to set the maximum and minimum current limits at the 
output and the time between each step. Again in this mode the user is allowed the 
flexibility to employ all output modes. Fig3 shows the default window in demo mode. To 
exit demo mode the user must hit Return to Main Window to return to the AD5821A 
V2.0 Evaluation Software main window. 
 

 
Fig 3: Demo Mode Panel 

 
 


